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There is a mutter that should
be called to the attention of the
next legislature and that is the
matter of regulating gambling
in this state. At one time there yet it is a wellknowu fact that it
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all the ear marks of an early best offices in the state into the
hands of the democrats. Thepassage, but it was stolen while

being conveyed from one section democrats could well afford to
of the legislature to another. subsidize it to work against the
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party in this state.
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the gamblers, but we may reason
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more suffering than any other
one thing, notwithstanding it the clothes. Your schoolmate

may not have his shoes polishedhas been repeatly asserted by
our prohibition friends that as nicely as yours, nor his

trousers creased, nor his hairwhiskey has done the most.
The gambling fever is equally parted as accurately as yours,

yet he may have inure substanceas bad as morphine or cocaine
under the hair than you have
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with reverence. If the laws are
not right then they should be

repealed and something better
put in their stead. In this state
by virtue of the Initiative and
Referendum we can put the
matter of our laws directly be-

fore the people, so if our legis-
lature does nothing to stop gam-

bling, we can take the matter
directly to the people and we
feel absolutely certain that it
will be an easy matter to have
gambling made a felony.
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